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Abstract
The electronic and ionic conductivity of the LiF-Ti nanocomposite films prepared by the co-sputtering have been inve-

stigated by the method of impedance spectrum (IS), current-voltage curves (IV) and isothermal transient ionic current

(ITIC) measurements. It is found that the ionic conductivity of the obtained LiF-Ti nanocomposite film is very low. Af-

ter electrochemical and chemical lithiation, ionic conductivities of the lithiated composite films are increased to be 10–3

and 10–4 S/cm separately. This phenomenon indicates that the phase boundary between LiF and Ti could be the ionic

conducting channels for external lithium in the LiF-Ti nanocomposite. Our results suggest a new strategy to design io-

nic or mixed ionic conductor.
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1. Introduction
Transport behaviours of ions in solid can be classified

into four types:1–7 1) motion of ions through vacancy or in-
terstitial sites in a defected host lattice; 2) diffusion of ions
in the free space through the segment wriggle of a polymer;
3) diffusion of ions on the surface of a solid; 4) diffusion of
the ions along or across the interfaces between grains or
phase. The later one has attracted wide attention. 8–12 Nearly
in all investigated heterogeneous polycrystalline or multi-
ple phase composite or heterogeneous junctions systems, at
least one phase at the side of the interface is an ionic con-
ductor. The charge carriers come from at least one phase
and ions transport along or across the phase boundaries inf-
luenced by the space charge layer effect.3

In searching for new reversible electrode materials
for Li-storage, conversion type materials have attracted

wide attention. It is found that lithium could electroche-
mically extracted from converted M-Li2O (M = Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu) nanocomposites.13 This means that chemical bon-
ding between Li and O can be broken and lithium ions
should be mobile in such nanocomposite. 

Later in 2003, the reversible lithium storage was al-
so observed in the LiF-Ti nanocomposite. Besides the
conversion reaction, it is also noticed that extra lithium
can be stored reversibly at the low voltage range after the
formation of LiF-Ti nanocomposite.14 Jamnik and Maier
explained such heterogeneous storage phenomenon as the
interfacial charging.15,16

In previous reports on lithium storage through con-
version reaciton, the nonaqueous electrolyte was used in
the test cells.14,18 Consequently, the formation of the solid
electrolyte interphase (SEI) is not avoidable. Therefore, the
interfacial charging and the SEI evolve within the similar
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low voltage range, at least for the initial charge-discharge
cycles. The SEI is covered on the formed LiX-M nanocom-
poosite. Experimentally, the transport properties of the lit-
hium ions and electrons in the phase boundaries of the LiX-
M nanocomposite and the SEI film are difficult to be measu-
red separately. One valuable in situ TEM investigations on
the reaction of Li with FeF2 in a solid cell showed that FeF2

can be fully lithiated and converted into the LiF-Fe nano-
composite.17 Accordingly, Wang et al suggested that the
massive interface formed between nanoscaled solid phases
provides pathways for ionic transport during the conversion
process. Since either LiF or Li2O or M is not lithium ion
conductors, it is quite reasonable that lithium should diffuse
through the phase boundaries of the LiX-M nanocomposi-
tes, although direct evidences are absent. 

In addition, one thing is still unclear: for a given
LiX-M nanocomposite, whether are the lithium at the lat-
tice site in the LiX or the extra lithium inserted from the
outside of the composite mobile in the nanocomposite? In
order to clarify above issues, in this work, the LiF-Ti na-
nocomposite thin film electrodes are prepared and lithia-
ted either by electrochemical or chemical method. There-
fore, the ionic and electronic conductivity of the LiF-Ti
nanocomposites with and without external lithium can be
measured and compared.

2. Experimental

2. 1. Preparation of the Substrate Ti 
Electrodes for Measuring Conductivity 

The parallel electrodes were usually used in thin
film conductivity measurement.11–12 A 100 μm strip of
photoresist was spin coated on the quartz substrate. The ti-
tanium electrodes were deposited by sputtering on the
substrate. Then immersed the substrate into acetone solu-
tion for a while, the photoresist will be peeled off and the
parallel Ti electrodes with a 100 μm gap were prepared, as

shown in Figure 1. Table 1 shows the dimensions of the
parallel electrode device for transportation measurement

The conductivity is obtained by formula:

in which σ has unit S/cm, R has unit Ω,

k is a constant value depends on the device dimension, he-
re we take it as 520 cm–1. 

2. 2. Preparation of the LiF-Ti 
Nanocomposite Thin Film 
Yu et al. reported the LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film

prepared by PLD (pulse laser deposition).18 In this study,

Table 1. Dimensions of the parallel electrode device for transporta-

tion measurement

Dimension Value
Thickness of thin film: dfilm 2.5 μm or appr.300 nm

Length of thin film: l 4∼7 mm

Thickness of Ti electrode: d 500 nm

Gap of two Ti electrodes: L 100 μm

Figure 1. The scheme of the bottom parallel electrodes for trans-

portation measurement

Figure 2. the surface morphology (by FE-SEM) of LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin films, prepared by (a) PLD and (b) co-sputtering

a) b)
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we also repeated the PLD method to deposit the LiF-Ti thin
film. As shown in Figure 2a, the particles of the thin film
was not deposited homogeneously as reported previously,18

the size of some particles were as large as 1 μm. In order to
improve the homogeneity of the thin film, the LiF and Ti
components in the thin film were deposited by the RF-sput-
tering (Radio Frequency sputtering) and DC-sputtering
(Direct Current Sputtering) respectively. As shown in Figu-

re 2b, the LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film prepared by the
sputtering is much flatter and more homogeneous than the
one prepared by PLD. In this work, the samples tested were
all prepared by the co-sputtering method, Figure 3 shows
the scheme and photograph of co-sputtering method. 

Figures 4 (a–c) show the cross-section images and
element analysis of the co-sputtered thin film by FE-SEM
and Energy-dispersive elemental analysis (EDX). It can

Figure 3. (a) the scheme and (b) photograph of the co-sputtering

a)

b)

Figure 4. Element mapping (a, b, c: Ti-rich sample, f, g: Ti-poor sample), EDX (d: Ti-rich sample, h: Ti-poor sample) and XRD pattern (e: Ti-rich

sample) of the co-sputtered LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film 

a)

b)
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be seen that the film is flat and the distribution of Ti and F
elements is quite homogeneously. Atomic ratio of F to Ti
is 19:1 roughly. No XRD peaks from LiF and Ti is found
in Figure 4e, indicating that the composite thin film is
composed of the nano-sized particles and the grain sizes
of which are much smaller than that in our previous re-
port.18 This sample is Ti-rich LiF-Ti composite. As the
comparison, another sample of Ti-poor LiF-Ti nanocom-
posite is also prepared, and the atomic ratio of F to Ti is
about 88:1 as shown in Figure 4h. Figures 4f and 4g show
the cross-section element analysis of the Ti-poor sample. 

2. 3. Electrochemical Test and 
Electrochemical Lithiation
The as prepared LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film was

immersed into a small electrochemical cell filled with or-
ganic electrolyte (1M LiPF6 dissolved in ethylene carbo-

nate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC), 1:1 in volume).
The lithium foil was also immersed into the electrolyte as
the counter electrode of the cell. When the cell is charged
firstly, the charging capacity is less than 0.4 μAh, as
shown in Figure 5a. While the cell is discharged firstly,
then the capacity is above 40 μAh and the charging capa-
city is about 20 μAh. As seen in Figure 5b, there is a
significant irreversible capacity. It could be related to the
formation of the SEI since the voltage range of the cell is
already lower than 1.0 V. Since the existence of the SEI
cannot be excluded, the electrode prepared by electroche-
mical lithiation in nonaqueous electrolyte is not very re-
liable for investigating the conductivity. 

2. 4. Chemical Lithiation

In order to eliminate the possible influence from the
SEI, the prepared nanocomposite thin film was chemi-

Figure 5. The first charge curve of the Li/LiF-Ti cell and the first discharge-charge curves of the Li/LiF-Ti nanocomposite cell at room temperatu-

re in 1M LiPF6 dissolved in EC: DMC, 1:1 in volume). LiF:Ti = 19:1 for atomic ratio.

a) b)

Figure 6. (a) The scheme of the chemical lithiation process and the tracking method for monitoring the lithiation level. (b) The recorded voltage of

the cell during chemical lithiation. 

a)
b)
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cally lithiated by immersing the thin film into the 20 mL
hexane solution with 20 μL n-butyl lithium (i.e. 1‰ V/V).
This chemical lithiation method has been known for long
time.19 In order to track chemical lithiation level, a new
cell was designed as shown in Figure 6a. The LiF-Ti thin
film electrode was put into a cell with metal lithium elec-
trode. Once the n-butyl lithium solution was dropped into
the cell, the open circuit voltage (OCV) between the LiF-
Ti electrode and Li was recorded. Since the OCV of the
LiF-Ti electrode is only related to the content of inserted
lithium, the record of the OCV can be used to track the
chemical lithiation level, as shown in Figure 6b. After
about 40 hours, the voltage deviation between lithium me-
tal electrode and the LiF-Ti electrode remains constant,
which means that the thin film electrode is fully lithiated. 

2. 5. IV, IS, ITIC Measurement 

The electronic and ionic transport properties in the
as prepared thin film and the electrochemically or chemi-
cally lithiated thin films were measured by the method of
I–V curve (current-voltage curve), IS (impedance spec-
trum) and ITIC (isothermal transient ionic current). When
the LiF-Ti thin film was lithiated electrochemically or
chemically, it was taken out from the organic liquid elec-
trolyte (1M LiPF6 dissolved in EC: DMC, 1:1 in volume)
or hexane solution with n-butyl lithium respectively. Then
the sample was dried at RT under vacuum overnight. The
dried and lithiated sample was sealed into a glass contai-
ner and taken out from the glovebox for the following
analysis. IV test was conducted by Agilent 4156c preci-
sion semiconductor parameter analyzer, with the scanning
voltage ranging from –1 V to 1 V, and the scanning step
set to 0.01 V. IS test was conducted by IM6ex (Zahner,
Germany), frequency range for test was between 1MHz
and 0.1 Hz, the amplitude of voltage was 10 mV, and the
IS result was fitted by Zview. ITIC test was conducted by
Agilent 4156c, the applied voltage bias between the two
electrodes was 100 mV. The parallel electrodes device as
described in Figure 1 was used for all of these tests, and
the tests were conducted at room temperature. 

The electronic conductivity of the thin film at room
temperature (RT) can be obtained from the I–V curve. The
total conductivity (including electronic conductivity and
ionic conductivity) at RT can be obtained from IS measu-
rement. As for the ITIC measurement,20–23 a constant vol-
tage is applied across the thin film and the current respon-
se was measured using the Agilent 4156C. Since the elec-
trode in this work was the deposited Ti thin film, it blocks
the transport of the lithium ions. If the applied voltage is
U and the distance between the two Ti electrodes is L, the
relationship between the current response and the time
could be described as follows:

(1)

Where J (t) is the current density, t is the time that
voltage applies on the sample, σdc,e- is the electronic con-
ductivity, σdc,Li,e- is the ionic conductivity, μLi+ is the mobi-
lity of the lithium ion. There are two items in the right si-
de of the equation. The first item is related to the current
density of electronic current. This item could be obtain by
the classical ohm’s law. The second item is related to the
current density of ionic current. In our case of LiF/Ti, the
lithium ion transportation will contribute to this item. Sin-
ce the ion blocking electrode (i.e. Ti film electrode) was
used during measurement, the lithium ion transportation
will not remain as a constant. As the lithium ions move
from one electrode to the other electrode and aggregated
on the electrode. The ionic current density will obey the
ohm’s law at the beginning, but then decrease and at last
disappear. The rate of ionic current decrease is related to
the mobility of lithium ion μLi+, the factor of describing

ionic current decreasing could be written as

The detailed derivation of this formula could be found in
literatures.20–23 The electronic conductivity, ionic conduc-
tivity and mobility of lithium ion could be calculated by
fitting the current response with the formula. 

3. Results and Discussion

The co-sputtered LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film
before and after electrochemical lithiation show diffe-
rent current-voltage feature in Figure 7a. The IV curve
of the pristine LiF-Ti thin film shows a linear IV curve
within ± 1V range, a typical ohmic behaviour. The con-
ductivity is calculated from IV curves and increases
from 3.6 × 10–3 S/cm to 7.3 × 10–3 S/cm after electroche-
mical lithiation. As mentioned above, the electrochemi-
cal lithiation may lead to the coverage of the insulating
SEI film. Our conductivity measurement is performed
based on the configuration in Figure 1. The SEI film la-
yer, which is an electronic insulating and ionic conduc-
tor in many cases,24 may cover the top of the LiF-Ti film.
The SEI film can be regarded as in parallel with the de-
posited LiF-Ti film in view of electrode configuration
and equivalent circuit. Therefore, the insulating SEI may
have negligible effect on the measuring of the electronic
conductivity. 

Since LiF and Ti cannot accommodate extra inserted
lithium within the lattice, the inserted lithium should stay
at the phase boundaries between LiF and Ti in a charge se-
paration way with the positive and negative charged car-
riers separated into countered sides of interfaces. Only
when enough amount lithium is accumulated in the LiF-Ti
composite, the state of lithium is approaching neutral sta-
te of lithium atom and the voltage of the Li/LiF-Ti cell is
closed to 0 mV. Above this voltage, lithium should stay in
a charge separation way. Both electrons and ions could be
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mobile. IV measuring cannot distinguish the contribution
from electronic conductivity and ionic conductivity. One
fact should be noted. After the electrochemical lithiation,
IV curves show a symmetrical hysteresis loop, implying a
kind of reversible polarization behaviour. The appearance
of the loop is quite reasonably caused by ionic transport
behaviour in the electrochemically lithiated LiF-Ti nano-
composite in an ion block system. Since the deviation of
the loop is not significant, the ionic conductivity should
be lower compared to electronic conductivity. In addition,
the absence of the loop in the pristine LiF-Ti nanocompo-
site thin film means that its ionic conductivity could be
negligible.

Impedance spectrum of the pristine LiF-Ti composi-
te thin film shows a feature of a semi-circle. This indicates
that the LiF-Ti composite does not act as a metal. Ti
should exist in the composite as isolated domains, as sup-
ported by element mapping in Figure 4. The electrical be-
haviour of this composite likes a typical composite capa-
citor. After electrochemical lithiation, the semicircle is
compressed and the diameter decreases significantly. The
measured total conductivity increases from 3.2 × 10–3

S/cm to 1 × 10–2 S/cm as shown in Table 2. The tendency
consists with IV measurement.

ITIC analysis can provide information of the elec-
tronic and ionic conductivity. As shown in Figure 7c and
7d, ITIC curves are quite different before and after elec-
trochemical lithiation. Figure 7d shows typical ionic
transport behaviour. Electronic conductivity of the pristi-
ne LiF-Ti thin film is 3.12 × 10–3 S/cm and the ionic con-
ductivity is negligible. Total conductivity is determined by
the electronic conductivity. After electrochemical lithia-
tion, electronic conductivity is increased to 4.5 ×
10–3S/cm and ionic conductivity is as high as 3.3 ×
10–3S/cm. Total conductivity is 7.8 × 10–3 S/cm. The trans-
ference number of te– and tLi+ is 0.58 and 0.42. 

All results from IV, IS and ITIC confirms that elec-
trochemically lithiated LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film
shows higher electronic and ionic conductivity compared
than pristine LiF-Ti thin film. As mentioned above, the
influence of the SEI could be negligible but not very clear
in above measurements. Therefore, chemically lithiated
samples are also measured. 

In order to emphasize the effect of the lithiation, the
ratio of LiF to Ti increase further to form a Ti-poor nano-
composite. This time, the sample composition changes
from original 19:1 form LiF: Ti to a Ti-poor composite
(LiF: Ti = 88:1).

Figure 7. (a) IV curves, (b) IS curves, (c, d) ITIC curves of the pristine LiF-Ti (LiF:Ti = 19:1) electrode and the Ti-rich LiF-Ti electrode after elec-

trochemical lithiation (i.e. Li/LiF-Ti cell is discharged to 5 mV).

a) b)

c) d)
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The transport behaviours of chemically lithiated
LiF-Ti nanocomposite are similar as Figure 7. Pristine
LiF-Ti (88:1) composite thin film show a very high resi-
stance in Figure 8a, 8c and 8e. This is reasonable since
the ratio of Ti is decreased significantly.

After chemical lithiation, the IV curve shows a very
significant loop. The impedance spectrum shows a linear
slope and the ITIC curve shows an exponential decay as
Figure 8(f). All features indicate that both electronic and
ionic conductivity are improved significantly. The related
data are listed in Table 2. 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the electronic con-
ductivity is determined to the ratio of Ti in the composite.

This is reasonable in view of percolation and tunneling ef-
fect of Ti grains. It is quite clear that pristine LiF-Ti thin
films have poor ionic conductivity. The ionic conductivity
of LiF single crystal at room temperature is 1 × 10–19

S/cm25. The amorphous thin film of LiF shows an ionic
conductivity of 1 × 10–10 S/cm26. Recently, Li et al repor-
ted that the LiF/MO (Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2) heterogeneous
bilayer thin film shows enhanced ionic conductivity due
to the space charge effect and interfacial disorder.27, 28 In
our case of LiF-Ti, the existence of the second phase Ti
did not show a measurable enhancement on the ionic con-
ductivity of LiF. In the view of the second phase, Ti was
the metal in nano size, it provides no lattice site or lattice

Figure 8. The IV (a, b), IS (c, d) and ITIC (e, f) measurement results of the LiF-Ti (LiF:Ti = 88:1) nanocomposite thin film at room temperature be-

fore and after chemical lithiation. The pristine Ti-poor LiF-Ti sample shows a relative low electric conductivity due to the Ti deficiency. Thus the

signal of IV curve was affected by noises. 

a) b)

c) d)

e) f)
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vacancies for the storage and transportation of lithium.
Moreover, the sputtered LiF was totally amorphous accor-
ding to the X-ray analysis. As mentioned above, LiF phase
cannot provide lattice sites for the storage and interior
channels for the transportation of lithium. Therefore, the
only possible ionic transport channels are the phase boun-
dary. In our case of LiF-Ti, the lithium from the external
source may stay and migrate along the phase boundary
between the LiF and Ti. 

Therefore, in spite of poor ionic conductivity of 
LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film, it is no doubt that both
electrochemically and chemically lithiated thin films
show much enhanced ionic conductivity and electronic
conductivity. The enhancement mechanism is related to
the external lithium stayed at the phase boundaries in the
LiF-Ti nanocomposite in a form of charge separation. Un-
fortunately, the local structure of the lithiated LiF-Ti na-
nocomposite is still not known due to the difficulty in cha-
racterization. 

Currently, exploring superionic conductor as solid
electrolyte and enhancing ionic transport property of the
electrode and the interface are two very important targets
for developing advanced lithium batteries. Most of efforts
are focused on tuning the intrinsic ionic transport proper-
ties of the host lattice. Not the first time but from a new
viewpoint, our finding emphasizes that tuning phase
boundary by introducing the second phase and consi-
dering the transport of external ions could be important
and new strategies, needing comprehensive investigations.   

4. Summary

The electronic conductivity and ionic conductivity of
the LiF-Ti nanocomposite thin film before and after elec-
trochemical and chemical lithiation are measured using IV,
IS and ITIC methods. It is found that the electronic con-
ductivity of the LiF-Ti film is determined by the ratio of Ti
and can be enhanced after the insertion of lithium. The io-
nic conductivity of pristine LiF-Ti nanocomposite is poor
and no significant space charge enhancement effect is ob-
served. Electrochemical and chemical lithiation can im-
prove the ionic conductivity of the LiF-Ti nanocomposite

thin films to a level of 1 × 10–3S/cm at room temperature.
This finding indicates that even when both phases of LiF
and Ti are not ionic conductor and cannot accommodate
extra lithium, external lithium at phase boundaries can lead
to the high ionic and electronic conductivity. It means that
phase boundary composed of ionic insulating phases can
be also utilized as fast ionic channels. 
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Povzetek
S pomo~jo razli~nih metod, kot so: impedan~na spektroskopija (IS), tokovno-napetostnih krivulj (IV) in izotermi~nih

prehodnih tokov (ITIC), smo merili elektronsko in ionsko prevodnost Li–F-Ti naokompozitnih filmov pripravljenih s

ko-pr{enjem. Ugotovili smo, da je ionska prevodnost Li-F-Ti naokompozitnih filmov zelo nizka. Po elektrokemijski in

kemijski litiaciji so ionske prevonosti narasle na 10–3 in 10–4 S/cm. Omenjeni fenomen ka`e na mo`nost tvorbe, za zu-

naji litij, ionsko prevodnih kanalov na faznih mejah med zrni LiF in Ti v nanokompozitu. S pomo~jo na{ih rezultatov

predlagmo novo strategijo, kako krojiti ionske in me{ano-ionske prevodnike.


